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Prime Super Pty Limited 

ACN 067 241 016 

(As Trustee for Prime Super) 

Minutes of Prime Super’s Annual Members’ Meeting 

Held online at 12:00 pm on Thursday 29 October 2020 
 
 

Present 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Apologies 

 
 

 

 

 

Attendees 
 

Nigel Alexander (Chairman) – teleconference 

Ben Davis (Director) – teleconference 

Martin Day (Director) – teleconference 

Allison Harker (Director) – teleconference 

Gerard Parlevliet (Director) – teleconference 

Matthew Scholten (Director) – teleconference 

Lachlan Baird (CEO and Fund Secretary) – teleconference 

John MacDonald, Partner, Ernst & Young (Auditor) – teleconference 

Nicola McGarel, Mercer (Actuary) – teleconference 

 

Jacqueline Kelly (Director) – teleconference 

Brett Lazarides (Director) – teleconference 

Gavin Watson (Director) – teleconference 

 

 

Michelle Ward (Legal and Compliance Manager) – by video link 

 

Quorum 

 

It was NOTED that a quorum of Directors was present online and declared the 

meeting open.. 

 

Introduction The Legal and Compliance Manager (Facilitator) on behalf of the Board 

welcomed all those who joined online for Prime Super’s inaugural Annual 

Member’s Meeting.  

 

The Facilitator invited the Chair of Prime Super to address the members. 

 

The Chair’s 

Address 

The Chair commenced by formally acknowledging the Traditional Owners of the 

lands met upon and paid his respects to their Elders past, present and emerging. 

The Chair also extended that respect to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples present at the meeting.  

 

The Chair provided an overview of the past year for the members of Prime 

Super.  
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The Chair spoke to the following matters: 

 

• The operating environment in 2020 including the impact of the drought, 

bushfires and the COVID-19 pandemic within Australia. 

 

• The COVID-19 containment strategies led to social change and significant 

effects on world economies. The last financial year ended Australia’s 28 

year run of economic growth and triggered the nation’s first recession in 

nearly three decades. 

 

• The Government sought to mitigate the economic effects of COVID-19, 

with support for businesses and individuals impacted by the pandemic, 

including the early access to super scheme which has allowed eligible 

members to withdraw up to $20,000 from their super, over two tranches. 

 

• Yet in this environment, Prime Super achieved investment returns well 

above the industry average for its MySuper investment option, which over 

five and 10 years were in the top quartile of super fund returns, at 6.42% 

and 8.14% respectively.  

 

• Prime Super’s Managed Growth option also performed very strongly 

achieving a 10-year return of 9.1% to 30 June 2020. In this challenging 

year, Prime Super still achieved a positive 0.48% return for members in the 

MySuper option, compared with the industry median which was negative 

0.46%. 

 

• One of the Board’s key strategic priorities was to continue to provide 

strong and consistent investment returns for members even in the current 

investment climate, and the Fund was on track to deliver on its priorities.  

 

• Prime Super has continued to refine its Sustainable Responsible Investment 

option which was introduced in 2018.  The Fund has also commissioned an 

analysis of the carbon footprint of the listed equities portfolio and will 

continue to develop its framework to assess risks from climate change.   

 

• The Fund has also put in place new insurance policies with the Fund’s 

insurer, TAL, that balance cost and cover for members.  

 

• The Federal budget delivered in early October 2020 was aimed at driving 

economic recovery in response to the recent economic challenges. There 

are a number of proposed changes to the superannuation system, the key 

ones being: 

 

o employees will keep their super funds as they move jobs; 

 

o a new tool from the ATO to compare super products; 
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o a process for benchmarking the performance of super funds’ various 

options to identify underperformance; and 

 

o measures to increase transparency of super funds to demonstrate they 

are acting in the best interests of members.  

 

The Chair thanked and acknowledged the Board members that had retired over 

the past year and acknowledged their contribution to the Fund, including Alan 

Bowman, David Cooper, Duncan Fraser AM, Gary Bonello and Ray Russell, and 

also welcomed Allison Harker who was recently appointed to the Board.  The 

Chair also thanked the CEO, his executive team, and all of Prime Super’s staff 

for their commitment to delivering adequate retirement savings for the members 

of the Fund.  

 

The Facilitator then invited the CEO to address the meeting.  

 

The CEO’s 

Address 

 

The CEO provided his overview of Prime Super’s results and operations for the 

financial year ended 30 June 2020. 

 

The CEO spoke to the following matters: 

 

• Investment markets have had significant fluctuations as a result of the 

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and global and social disruptions. 

Volatility and uncertainty have characterised investment markets which 

have affected investment returns broadly.  

 

• Through the early release of super scheme as instituted by the Federal 

Government, Prime Super has provided cash and funding to 28,000 Prime 

Super members.  During this period, Prime Super has managed to retain 

sufficient cash holdings to fund these withdrawals and there has been no 

unintended consequences on the investment portfolio or the performance of 

the portfolio.  

 

• A core allocation of the investment portfolio has been to cash, which has 

provided the Fund with a floor of security within the portfolio and, through 

active management during the crisis, has allowed the Fund to manage the 

risks to the portfolio and mitigate some of the downside risk.  

 

• Through careful management of the investment portfolio during the year, 

Prime Super has achieved positive returns for most investment choice 

options across the super fund and the income stream products.  It was 

further NOTED that: 

 

o The five-year return was 6.42% and the 10-year return was 8.14% for 

the MySuper option which was a positive outcome. 
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o The Managed Growth, Australian Shares and Property options all 

had returns in the top quartile of super funds over a period of 10 

years.  

 

o The Managed Growth option was the number one rated growth fund 

according to the Chant West survey with a return of just over 9% 

over 10 years.  

 

• Prime Super’s focus on providing quality service to members and 

employers is critical.  The COVID-19 pandemic changed the way the 

member service team operated during the year with phone and video calls 

replacing face-to-face visits. 

 

• The early access to super scheme has generated many enquiries and the 

call centre was inundated during the worst of the financial crisis. To June, 

under the scheme, 15,824 members withdrew money from the Fund at an 

average of approximately $6,000 per account. Since then, the second 

tranche has seen the total number of members accessing their super 

increase to 28,000. 

 

• The Fund now provides an interactive insurance portal, Claim Assist, to 

help members track and manage claims. Insurance claims within the past 

12 months were to the total value of $23.3 million paid to members of the 

Fund. None of the insurance products offered by Prime Super have 

pandemic exclusions relating to COVID-19.  

 

• The Fund offers a Sustainable Responsible Investment Option dedicated to 

investing in socially responsible investments. Prime Super casts its votes 

consistent with its ESG and Proxy Voting Policies.  

 

Presentation on 

Environmental, 

Social and 

Governance 

(ESG) and 

Climate Change 

 

The CEO delivered a presentation on Prime Super’s approach to environmental, 

social and governance issues and climate change. 

 

The CEO spoke to the following matters: 

 

• Environmental, social and governance (ESG) is more than just the 

headlines. Each aspect of ESG is important to the Fund.  Governance has 

always been a critical element in investing.  A well governed company at 

Board and Management level is better positioned to manage risk as and 

when it arises, which includes risks around environmental and social 

matters. 

 

• A company’s ability to manage risk and to evolve is a key criteria in a 

decision to buy, hold or sell that company.  The Fund offers a Sustainable 

Responsible Investment option for members that want to have a more 

focussed approach on ESG investing.  
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• Prime Super’s ESG Policy influences how the Fund invests and how it 

votes at meetings of listed companies. Voting at company meetings is an 

important aspect of getting better performance from the companies that the 

Fund invests in.   

 

• As part of the 2020 review of the portfolio, a comprehensive review was 

undertaken of the listed and unlisted investments held.  Listed equities 

have an overall portfolio that is 7% less carbon intensive than the 

benchmark.  

 

• The direct property portfolio is a good example of how managing ESG 

delivers real benefits to an investment portfolio.  Through the improvement 

in NABERS ratings, and the better management of power and water usage, 

the properties are well positioned to attract tenants which leads to a better 

return on the investment. 

 

The Facilitator announced the conclusion of the presentation segment and invited 

the CEO and Chair to deliver responses to pre-submitted questions from 

members received before the meeting. 

 

Responses to 

pre-submitted 

questions 

The following is a summary of the responses to the pre-submitted questions. 

 

The CEO responded to a question regarding COVID-19 and whether he believed 

the returns on investments in the Australian stock market and the international 

share market will boost the profitability of our super portfolio, or will see another 

lull in investment returns. 

 

The CEO stated the following in response: 

 

• The key consideration to note is that volatility is real and markets fluctuate 

quickly.  Governments and central banks have promised to do whatever is 

necessary to keep the economy growing, including providing handouts to 

individuals and additional cash to businesses to fuel the economy.  

 

• Conversely, valuations are very high and there is still a lot of uncertainty in 

the Australian and global economy, including the impact of the lockdowns 

in Europe.  

 

• Looking back historically, the Global Financial Crisis resulted in a very big 

negative impact where markets crashed.  Since then, we have seen returns 

of over 8% for the past 10 years which in real terms is a positive 6%.  

Therefore, there was good strong growth following the GFC.  

 

The CEO responded to the next question that was abridged due to the length of 

the submitted question. The question related to how active is Prime Super’s 

investment management. 

 

The CEO stated the following in response: 
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• Active investment is what Prime Super does both at the strategic level and 

also tactically during periods of change.  The Fund sets a long-term 

investment strategy which defines where we believe the optimal 

investment performance portfolio should be positioned, but it does also 

take tactical positions over the short-term. 

  

• Over the past 2 to 3 years, Prime Super has been relatively conservative 

compared to its peers to mitigate the risks in the valuation of assets and 

other investment related risks in Australia and globally.  This has also 

increased the risk of falling behind as equity markets continue to rally. 

Therefore, the Fund is actively managing its portfolio to strike the right 

balance between these considerations.  

 

The CEO responded to a question about whether it is possible if a member wants 

to claim their super during this COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

In response, the CEO explained that it is possible for a member to claim their 

super under the early release of super provisions that have been enacted by the 

Government.  This is subject to restrictions on the circumstances under which a 

member can claim their super and how much. 

 

The Chair responded to the following question that was abridged due to the 

length of the submitted question: ‘I want my returns to be as good as possible 

and expect my fund to always be trying to maximise the return, not letting the 

minority groups influence your strategy. Will you commit to always having an 

investment choice that is solely to give the best possible return based on 

investing in any legal enterprise?’ 

 

The Chair stated the following in response: 

 

• Maximising returns over the short and long term is a key priority of the 

Fund.  It is important to take a balanced view when investing, and the Fund 

does apply an ESG lens and considers the Environment, Social and 

Governance performance of those organisations when investing.  

 

• Prime Super continues to be aware of societal expectations and does not 

invest in tobacco, although the Fund does have some investments in 

mining.  

 

 

Responses to 

questions from 

the floor 

The following question was raised: ‘When are you going to include monthly 

investment return (positive or negative) on the members transaction listing?’ 

 

The CEO stated the following in response: 
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• Rather than having a specific investment return month by month on 

statements, members can obtain a quote on the website that provides the 

total value of the return in the Fund portfolio to date.  

 

• The reason why a simple return month by month has not been implemented 

in the statements is because the focus for retirement savings needs to be 

long term.  As seen over the past 6 months, markets are volatile and it can 

be disconcerting for a member to see their retirement savings moving 

quickly from week to week.  

 

Meeting 

conclusion 

At the conclusion of the meeting the Chair thanked everyone who had taken the 

time to submit questions.  

 

The Chair thanked the online audience for their attendance at Prime Super’s 

inaugural member meeting and reiterated Prime Super’s commitment to 

delivering the best retirement outcomes for its members.  

 

 

There being no further business the meeting closed at 12:46 pm. 

 

 

Signed: _______________________________ 

 Chairman 

 

 

Dated: _______________________________ 


